What gives you hope for 2021?

Our creativity and imagination
enable us to create magic and
probably a better future.

The year 2021 is a gift
to do what we like as
best as we can.

Alla Gubenko, doctoral candidate in the
Department of Education and Social Work

Prof. Dr Antonella Perucca,
Associate Professor in
Mathematics and its Didactics

Little pleasures that make
all the difference.

Hala Alami,
Master student Science in Physics

I want to hug, kiss and
shake hands again. In 2021,
I want to be human again.
Aswin Lutchanah,
Social Media Manager

Smiling eyes; open
ears; mindful words.
Tania Curzietti, Master
student - Management
und Coaching im Bildungsund Sozialwesen

Denis Villeneuve’s
DUNE movie.
Benjamin Ledran, Study and
Programme Administrator,
Doctoral School in Economics
and Finance

A tiny gesture, a
smile, a kind word,
a picture, a listening
ear received or the
feeling to make a
small difference in
somebody else’s life
has the potential to
turn a life around.
Stephanie Anderson,
Senior International
Relations Officer

Science; the flash
of a smile; the
sound of music
that people share;
the photography of
Marc Riboud and
Ragnar Axelsson;
the poetry of Dylan.
Jean-Paul Hoffmann,
Head of Communications

Humanity is what we need most in a pandemic.
We need to look after ourselves first and
foremost and motivate others to do the same
- as well as maintain or build close bonds, help
vulnerable, old or sick people; that is what makes
me feel better and what gives me hope that
together we can make it through.
Alexandra Seeger, Bachelor student - Science in Psychology

Tomorrow.
New challenges, young
people who are engaged
for a better world and
passionate teachers give
me hope for 2021.
Lisa Pinto, Master student Finance and Economics

Catherine Gitzinger,
Master student - Secondary
Education - Lëtzebuergesch

Season’s greetings
happy holidays and best wishes
for a prosperous and creative new year

2021

